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and other holy figures’, and here he gives the reader a detailed understanding of
how, in terms of Catholic doctrine, comparing Jesus to martyrs or to saints raises
some serious theological problems (p. ). e rest of this chapter explores Saint
Sebastian as an example of how a specific religious figure has been consistently
cited in a gay cultural context, before ending with a helpful explanation of the
study’s corpus: ‘e characters need not satisfy a Vatican research committee in
their saintliness. But [. . .] their stories must speak to certain doctrinal criteria’
(p. ). Each subsequent chapter deals with a particular author or pair of authors
and provides a clever and detailed articulation of how Hartford’s thesis plays out.
is book is a sometimes complex but self-aware and ambitious study that is as
much an analysis of its own analytical processes as it is of its literary and cultural
corpus.
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It is well known that Petrarch made use of his own writing as a tool not only to
elaborate his literary œuvre, but also to shape the representation of his intellectual
self. is elaboration took place through a wide-ranging series of practices, one
of which constitutes the core of this volume. Indeed, Maddalena Signorini’s book
offers an insightful and detailed study of one of the phenomena that made up
Petrarch’s writing system. e book studies what might seem apparently minor
but is in fact a significant element of that system: the corpus of autograph short
texts that he wrote on either the front or the back endleaf of his manuscripts.
Similar texts have been referred to by scholars as tracce (‘traces’). According to the
definition given by Armando Petrucci in Letteratura italiana: una storia attraverso
la scrittura (Rome: Carocci, ), tracce are short texts characterized by a high
level of extraneity from the graphic support on which they are written. For Petrucci
(the first to identify them as an independent textual category), they may differ in
terms of language, content, script, and moment of composition from the main
text(s) contained in the manuscript that hosts them. As Signorini explicitly notes,
Petrarch’s tracce only partially fall inside Petrucci’s definition, since, even if they
are minor, marginal texts, they are not linguistically, temporally, or in terms of
content alien to the manuscript in which they were penned. However, they are un-
like other autographical annotations which Petrarch inscribed in his manuscripts
(e.g. glosses, corrections, and notabilia) because their relationship to the main text
is much less explicit. Accordingly, these textual phenomena constitute a corpus
of handwritten notes with unique characteristics: they can be seen—as Signorini
suggests—as Petrarch’s personal reinterpretation of the phenomenon of tracce and
are worth investigating as a potentially rich element (as they prove to be) with
which to explore new facets of Petrarch’s writing habits.
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In this volume, the thirty-nine Petrarchan tracce (all in Latin, in either prose or
verse, and in a script different from the semi-Gothic the poet generally used for his
main texts) are analysed, critically edited, translated (into Italian), and commented
upon from both a palaeographical and a content point of view. Aer a first chapter
which presents the phenomenon of the tracce as a whole, in Chapter  the author
examines the tracce written by Petrarch throughout his life. In terms of content,
Petrarch’s tracce can be divided into three main categories: biographical, exegetical,
and ‘di servizio’ (that is, accessory). e first and third categories are the best
represented (each constituting some % of the total), while the exegetical tracce
account for the remaining proportion (%). e biographical tracce bear witness
to meaningful events in the poet’s life. ey include a list of books considered
fundamental by Petrarch to his learning and edification, some prayers on pride, a
note about the herbs he planted in his gardens, and a note about his beloved Laura’s
death. e exegetical tracce can, instead, be considered—as Signorini reminds us—
as vague preludes to the sets of annotations Petrarch included in the margins of
some of his manuscripts (e.g. the four rhymed hexameters at the end of his copy
of Macrobius’s commentary on Cicero’s Somnium Scipionis). As for the tracce ‘di
servizio’, these are related to the history of Petrarch’s personal library, since they
specify when and/or how a book was bought, copied, or refound aer having been
lost. e majority of the tracce contain an explicit date and are written on the
front endleaf (the back ones seem to have been more subject to deterioration or
removal). Aer an in-depth study of the phenomenon in its entirety, in Chapter 
Signorini focuses on two particularly significant tracce: the note on Laura’s death
and the one at the end of the Macrobius commentary. e former, sitting between
exegesis and biography, is almost unique, not only because of the impact and rever-
berations it has had on the reading of the whole love story described in Petrarch’s
vernacular production, but also because it enjoyed an independent manuscript
tradition. It was copied as an autonomous text in many humanistic manuscripts,
either accompanying the Canzoniere or as part of miscellanies containing other
Latin texts by Petrarch considered pertinent to his biography (e.g. his will, or his
metrical epistle . ). Signorini conducts her study of the fortune of the note on
Laura with precision (though it is now possible to expand her valuable findings
by means of the data that the new census of Petrarchan exegetical material—the
PERI database <https://petrarch.mml.ox.ac.uk <—provides). A final introductory
chapter is followed by the edition of the thirty-nine tracce (listed chronologically).
A digital reproduction of each is provided, along with a philological transcription,
a translation, and a detailed commentary.

Overall, Signorini’s volume has much to offer: not only a palaeographical study
of important elements of the complex system of Petrarch’s sets of notes, but also
a precious corpus of texts that, despite appearing peripheral, offers fresh insights
into Petrarch’s biography and the history of his library.
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